OUT RUN OUT WORK

OUT PERFORM

POWEREDGE
PERFORMANCE DOG FOOD.

™
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superB temperature regulation reduces stress
improves coat shed control increases focus
no wheat eye clarity USA MADE reduces itchiness
Increases focus
USA MADE
highly digestive
less shedding
MADE more stamina
highly digestible
reduces hot spots
stronger nails
promotes lean muscle mass
tougher foot pads USA MADE more energy
maintains healthy digestive tract superior palatability
reduces dandruff faster recovery firm stools
healthy immune system 100% USA MADE

BE PROUD TO
SUPPORT 100% U.S. MADE™
REDPAWDOGFOOD.COM
Have a specific question? Call us at 888-700-5681
In Canada, please call 800-267-6028

™

Performance is
IN OUR BLOODLINE.

Our story starts with a biochemist/sled dog racer
unsatisfied with conventional performance dog foods.
As he tweaked and modified his own formulation, he
tested it with his own dogs. Before long the dogs were
putting forth the effort and performances he knew
possible. As other racers took notice, a company was
born.
We’ve perfected Redpaw® Dog Foods on our own
high-performance, high-endurance dogs. Why?
Because when canines perform at the heights of
their capabilities, it’s easier to identify and address
nutritional deficiencies.
For the last 15 years, top competitors in all sports,
from sled dog racing to dock diving, have trusted
Redpaw® PowerEdge™ to help their dogs reach the
top levels of competition. Today, we continue to put
profits back into the company, keeping Redpaw’s®
mission true...to provide a high-quality premium
performance dog food to every canine possible.

™

™

No ordinary dog food.
IT’S PERFORMANCE FOOD.
Redpaw® PowerEdge™ is a true performance dog
food, specifically formulated with the working and
athletic canine in mind. Right from the start, our
formulas are created with performance as the number
one priority – paying special attention to the amounts
and variety of amino and fatty acids. PowerEdge™
uses a superior custom nutritional blend that will
enable dogs to reach their topmost potential in any
field of work and sport.
It’s the leading dog food every working canine needs
for optimum performance, stamina, and endurance.
It’s a difference you’ll see. We guarantee it.

OFF-SEASON
NORMAL STRESS LEVELS
MODERATE TRAINING

COMPETITION SEASON
ELEVATED STRESS LEVELS
INTENSIVE TRAINING
BREEDING & PREGNANT

